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Context

• I work as a year 2 teacher at Sayes Court 
Primary School in Addlestone, Surrey. 

• We are a small one form school with 216 
children from nursery to year 6. 

• We have a large whole school focus on 
reading for pleasure and embedding 
enjoyment of reading at all opportunities. 



OU Research inspiration and rationale

When starting this idea at Christmas time it was to focus on the following areas of 
OU research:
• Developing considerable knowledge of children’s literature and other texts
• Knowledge of children’s reading practices
• A reading for pleasure pedagogy which includes:

– Social reading environments
– Reading aloud
– Informal book talk, inside-text talk and recommendations

• Reading communities that are reciprocal and interactive.  (Cremin et al., 2014) 

I felt that I needed to increase my knowledge of the books my class felt most 
connected to and the style of these books. By allowing the children to bring in 
books and share, I could increase my knowledge while also developing a social 
reading environment in the classroom which encouraged book talk and made the 
classroom interactive with our reading. 



Aims

• To develop my knowledge of children’s literature

• To learn what books the children enjoyed 
reading at home and having this influence what 
was read in the classroom. 

• To allow for book talk to be a focus with their 
own books, rather than those I have chosen for 
the class. 



Outline

• Children went home with a note inviting them to pick one book 
they felt was the most amazing and every child should listen to.

• They were asked to wrap it up and bring it into class by the end 
of November to start in December.

• It would then be placed under the class Christmas tree. 

• Each day of December books were unwrapped and shared with 
the class. 

• After sharing the story, children would talk about why they think 
this book was chosen and what was good about it. 



Impact
• Children loved the suspense of when the book would be unwrapped and what 

we would read. 

• We had a lovely range of stories, with not a single double up!

• While we had many books I was familiar with, there were many books I had never 
seen, but really enjoyed and this has impacted on some of the book choices I am 
making to share with the class. 

We get to listen 
to lots of other 
stories – Vintila

We read lots of 
different books, 
there were so 
many! - Daisy

We can share and 
tell the stories we 
brought in. We can 
also find new books 
and ask mummy to 
buy them. – Tabitha.

We listened 
to lots of 
funny stories. 
- Freddie



Reflections on impact the TaRs research 
had on practice

• It was a fun, 
interactive way to 
get new book 
suggestions from 
those that are most 
impacted by what I 
read and the books I 
choose. 

• By allowing them to 
bring in books they 
feel are important I 
have got to know 
each child and their 
interests better as 
well. 


